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Just the best penthouse of MONACO

For sale Monaco
SOLD -Set on the top floors of one of the most sought-after buildings in the Golden Square, this extraordinary
triplex boasts the best panoramic views of Monaco. It comprises 10220 sqft of refined elegance, featuring six
beautifully appointed bedrooms, an expansive living space and a lavish dining room. On the roof-top an
amazing swimming pool overlooks the Mediterranean sea as well as the Principality.
Product type

Apartment

Rooms

+5 rooms

Total area

950 m²

Parking

5

Cellars

1

District

Monte-Carlo

City

Monaco

Certainly the finest home in the Golden Square, the dramatic property is positioned in the heart of the
Principality, only a few steps away from the Casino Square and the Hotel de Paris.
Boasting more than 5000 sqft of living space, the property is perfect for a large family as it features 6
bedrooms with en-suite bathrooms.
The reception area is surrounded by vast terraces.
On the 3 levels of this mansion-like apartment, the huge windows beautifully frame the picture-perfect
surroundings including the Mediteranean sea, the Casino Square and the Cap Martin.
The roof-top with its perfect swimming pool offers the same views and is an ideal place for a peaceful retreat or
an exceptional spot for entertaining.
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